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Christophstraße/MediaPark

Key:        Entrance to MediaPark parking buildings         MediaPark Information Point  

Entrance to MediaPark
parking building

Entrance to Ringstraße and
MediaPark parking buildings

Direction A1 and A57 
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how to get to kOMED im Mediapark using public
transport:
Underground: from Cologne Central Station, take lines
5, 16, 18 to Ebertplatz. Change to line 12 or 15 in the
direction of Ringe. Get off at the Christophstrasse/ 
MediaPark stop.  
Urban commuter train system (S-Bahn): from Cologne
Central Station, take S6 in the direction of Nippes, S11
in the direction of Düsseldorf or S12 and S13 in the 
direction of Hansaring. Get off at the Hansaring stop.
There is a direct S-Bahn connection between the 
Cologne-Bonn Airport and Hansaring, with the S13.

The Mediapark is also easy to reach by car:
Take the A57 direction Köln-Zentrum, then follow the
signs to the MediaPark. The entrance to the under-
ground ring road is just after the railway bridge. From
there, drive directly to the front of the building or into
the MediaPark underground garage. Alternatively, you
can use the entrance at the “Cinedom”. The entrance
to the parking building there also branches off into the
entrance to the MediaPark underground garage (Park-
haus Zentral PZ) and the tunnel bypass road.
The staircase at the orange cash till area in the central
underground garage is directly in front of the KOMED
building, Im MediaPark 7, and you can access the
MediaPark 6 building via the blue cash till area.

If you use a navigation system please put in the adress 
„Maybachstrasse 10“ and follow the street signs  
directing you to the underground parking MadiaPark.
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